The Repairer of the Breach

Spiritually "a repairer of breaches" is one who restores the right way, beginning with himself.
He may have no influence or control over what others do, but he. And those from among you
will rebuild the ancient ruins; You will raise up the age-old foundations; And you will be
called the repairer of the breach, The restorer.
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The repairers of the breach are labors in the hands of God, to loose the bonds of wickedness,
undo the heavy burdens, and break every yoke that binds mankind.The Repairer of the
BREACH. A SREMON, &c. And they that shall be of thee shall build the old waste places:
thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generati?ons, and thou shalt be called, The
Repairer of the Breach, the Restorer of Paths to dwell in.And your ancient ruins shall be
rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many generations; you shall be called the repairer
of the breach, the restorer of.We are called to be "repairers of the breach." WE will be the ones
to rebuild the ancient ruins. This is an excellent word by Francis Frangipane.In the book of
Isaiah the Almighty calls certain believers 'Builders of old waste places,' 'Repairers of the
Breach,' 'Restorers of paths to dwell in.' Here is the text: .repair the breach I promised this
article in The Biblical Role of Women Part IX. Though this post is directly related to the
building/destroying.“'The repairer of the breach, the restorer of paths to dwell in,' proclaims
the Preacher directing the people back to the Bible.) The Prophet Isaiah.On being 'repairers of
the breach'. By the Rev. John Zehring. People of faith are led to fix things that are broken.
That is the message from.Breach. That a breach signifies infraction of truth and perversion of
it by thou shall be called, The repairer of the breach, The restorer of paths to dwell in (Isa.Who
is it that calls them, The repairers of the breach, The restorers of paths to dwell in? It is God.
Their names are registered in heaven as reformers, restorers, .A breaking of a promise Breach
(Bible) A bursting forth or breach; transgression, breach of trust or to break open Repair
(Dictionary): To put into.23 Jul - 64 min - Uploaded by Rod Parsley There is much to be
gained by a return to the discarded values of the past. " Those from among.10 Feb - 29 min Uploaded by Ricky Scaparo In this message you will discover how one person in your family
can turn the tide of generational.HANDS ON. miSSiONS. “And you will be called the repairer
of the breach, the restorer of the streets in which to dwell.”isaiah 12c. HANDS ON.
miSSiONS.The downward spiral of American families minus discipline and Biblical
correctness, which is our only hope as a repairer of the breach.Jesus made two distinctly,
different statements: "Thou art Peter", and "upon this rock I will build My church". The name
Peter means "stone or pebble". In contrast .REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH. And your
ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many generations; you shall
be called the repairer.
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